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Warranty Statement

SOC Robotics warrants that the Product delivered hereunder shall conform to the applicable SOC Robotics Data Sheet or mutually agreed upon specifications and shall be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of 30 days from the applicable date of invoice. Products that are “samples”, “design verification units”, and/or “prototypes” are sold “AS IS,” “WITH ALL FAULTS,” and without a warranty. If, during such warranty period, (i) SOC Robotics is notified promptly in writing upon discovery of any defect in the goods, including a detailed description of such defect; (ii) such goods are returned to SOC Robotics, DDP SOC Robotics facility accompanied by SOC Robotics Returned Material Authorization form; and (iii) SOC Robotics examination of such goods discloses to SOC Robotics satisfaction that such goods are defective and such defects are not caused by accident, abuse, misuse, neglect, alteration, improper installation, repair, improper testing, or use contrary to any instructions issued by SOC Robotics. SOC Robotics shall (at its sole option) either repair, replace, or credit Buyer the purchase price of such goods. No goods may be returned to SOC Robotics without SOC Robotics Returned Material Authorization form. Prior to any return of goods by Buyer pursuant to this Section, Buyer shall afford SOC Robotics the opportunity to inspect such goods at Buyer’s location, and any such goods so inspected shall not be returned to SOC Robotics without its prior written consent. SOC Robotics shall return any goods repaired or replaced under this warranty to Buyer transportation prepaid, and reimburse Buyer for the transportation charges paid by Buyer for such goods. The performance of this warranty does not extend the warranty period for any goods beyond that period applicable to the goods originally delivered.

THE FOREGOING WARRANTY CONSTITUTES SOC ROBOTICS EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY, AND THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF BUYER, FOR ANY BREACH OF ANY WARRANTY OR OTHER NONCONFORMITY OF THE GOODS COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT. THIS WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE, AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES. SOC ROBOTICS MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY SHALL BE AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN.

Limitation on Liability

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, SOC Robotics shall not, under any circumstances, be liable to Buyer or any third parties for consequential, incidental, indirect, exemplary, special, or other damages. SOC Robotics total liability shall not exceed the total amount paid by Buyer or SOC Robotics hereunder. SOC Robotics shall not under any circumstances be liable for excess costs of re-procurement.

© Copyright 2008. SOC Robotics, Inc. All rights reserved.

SOC Robotics, Inc. makes no warranty for the use of its products, other than those expressly contained in the Company’s standard warranty which is detailed in SOC Robotics Terms and Conditions located on the Company’s web site. The Company assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in this document, reserves the right to change devices or specifications detailed herein at any time without notice, and does not make any commitment to update the information contained herein. No licenses to patents or other intellectual property of SOC Robotics are granted by the Company in connection with the sale of SOC Robotics products, expressly or by implication. SOC Robotics products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems.

Marks bearing ® and/or ™ are trademarks of SOC Robotics, Inc.

Terms and product names in this document may be trademarks of others.
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1.0 Description

1.1 Features
- Four independent joysticks on two control knobs
- Two switches
- Two LEDs
- 30 inch ribbon cable
- Enclosure included
- Compatible with SmartLCD and LED84
- Compatible with MC433G stepper motor controller
- Compatible with MK54/MK200 controllers

1.2 Introduction
The CJ14 is a 4-axis/2 switch joystick controller that attaches to the MC433G or MK54 stepper controllers. The two switches enable/disable joystick operation and provide context sensitive feedback to the G Step controller. A 30 inch ribbon cable attaches the CJ14 to the controller.
Connection To MC433G
The CJ14 connects to the MC433G using a 30 inch 10 line flat ribbon cable with two female header connectors on one end (5 pin and 7 pin) and a quick connect 10 pin header on the other end. The 10 pin header attaches to the CJ14 while the other two headers attach to MC433G connectors J16 and J2 respectively.

The picture below shows the wiring scheme between the CJ14 and MC433G.
1.3 Operation
The CJ14 interacts with special control software that runs on the MC433G/MK54 controllers. Pressing the right joystick left or right moves the X-Axis right or left. Pressing the right joystick forward or backwards moves the Y-axis in or out. Pressing the left joystick right or left moves the Z-axis up or down while pressing the left joystick forward or backward controls the A-axis.

Pressing the left switch turns joystick mode on which lights the Green LED. The Green LED lights when the joystick is active and blinks at different rates to indicate current operating mode. Pressing the left switch again turns the joystick off. The right switch selects different operating modes such as waypoint position capture, position movement modes, etc – specific functions are controlled by controller software. Check the release version to determine what functions are supported.

The Red LED is supported by the MK54 and MK200 but not the MC433G. See MK54/MK200 Joystick control modes to learn more about Red LED status indication.

In combination with the LED84 or SmartLCD display the real time position of each axis is displayed as the controller follows the joystick position.

1.4 Software Overview
A detailed description of the various operating modes is provided with the latest release of the Gstep G Code software – see the GStep User Manual for a detailed description of features. Note that GStep Version 1.76 software is required to use this device.

A brief summary of operating modes is provided below.

Operating Modes:
- Rapid Move on each axis
- Slow Move on each axis
- Single Step on each axis
- Waypoint capture
- Joystick enable/disable
2.0 Electrical and Mechanical Description

2.1 Component Layout
Components are mounted on both sides of the board. Not all components may be mounted. See the section on optional components for more information.

2.2 Electrical Specifications

Electrical
Input power: 1.8-5VDC @ 2mA

Mechanical
Dimensions: 2.34x1.187 in (four mounting holes)
Weight: 21 grams

2.3 Mechanical Dimensions
Board dimensions are stated in inches.
3.0 CJ14 Circuit Schematics
Notes: